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Abstract 
The opinions of mathematics teachers about using mathematical modeling (MM) in daily life problems and their 
use of MM in solving a daily life problem were examined within the scope of the graduate-level MM course in 
this study. The research was designed as a case study. Participants are five mathematics teachers selected by the 
purposive sampling method. The data were obtained through a structured form containing questions about a daily 
life problem and using MM in a daily life problem. Teachers were given one week to answer the questions on this 
form. Descriptive analysis was performed on the data obtained from the teachers’ problem solving, and content 
analysis was carried out on the data containing the teachers’ opinions. The findings determined that although the 
modeling processes were generally used appropriately by the teachers in solving a daily life problem, the process 
of understanding the problem was quickly mentioned, the teachers had difficulties in giving the most effective 
solution during the evaluation stage, and the communication stage was mostly ignored. It was also found out that 
MM could be beneficial in many ways in solving daily life problems. On the other hand, it was indicated that there 
may be difficulties in terms of student-teacher-environment and that teachers give very limited space to MM in 
classroom practices. It can be stated that the tendency of teachers to use the approaches they are accustomed to 
instead of MM in the solution of daily life problems is effective in the emergence of this situation. 
 
Keywords: Mathematical Modeling, Daily Life Problems, Problem-Solving, Teacher Training 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Today, studies to solve daily life problems gain importance in mathematics education. Factors such as the 
encouragement of the use of different representations (verbal, symbolic, graphic, and table) of daily life problems, 
the possibility of students to experience these problems, and the fact that they can be presented in many different 
contexts (The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2000) have been effective in the emergence 
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of this situation. In support of this, the indicator of mathematical competence in the mathematics curriculum is 
associated with solving daily life problems (Ministry of National Education [MoNE], 2018). 
 
In many studies in the literature, it is emphasized that daily life problems should be used in mathematics teaching 
(e.g., Karataş, & Güven, 2010; Verschaffel et al., 2000). On the other hand, it is stated that students experience 
many difficulties in solving daily life problems (Berenger, 2018; İncikabı, Ayanoğlu, & Uysal, 2020; Vijayan, & 
Joshith, 2018). 
 
An attempt to overcome the difficulties experienced in solving daily life problems in mathematics education 
constitutes the motivation of this study. One way to overcome this problem is suggested to be mathematical 
modeling (MM). 
 
It is a known fact that MM has a close relationship with daily life problems (Ang, 2009). It was justified in many 
studies that MM offers a way to solve daily life problems (e.g., Berry, & Nyman, 1998; Haines, & Crouch, 2007; 
Schroeder, & Lester, 1989). On the other hand, the prerequisite for the effective use of MM in real-life problems 
in mathematics education lies in teachers’ experiences and perceptions of MM. It is important to note that MM 
education is included as a compulsory course at the undergraduate level in teacher education programs renewed 
in 2018 in Turkey to raise this awareness (Demir, Ertem Akbaş, & Gök, 2021). Therefore, in the following chapters 
of the study, the relationship of MM with daily life problems and the use of MM in daily life problems in the 
context of teacher education are analyzed. 
 
1.1 Relationship of Mathematical Modeling with Daily Life Problems 
 
Mathematical modeling (MM) can be briefly defined as the art of applying mathematics to real-life problems to 
better understand a particular problem (Ang, 2009). In this context, it offers an effective approach in revealing the 
relationship between mathematics and real-life (Heymann, 2003). 
 
The use of the MM approach in teaching is designed by MM activities. These activities are generally studied as 
problems of daily life. In other words, modeling activities should include situations that can be encountered and 
interpreted in real life (Bukova-Güzel, Tekin-Dede, Hıdıroğlu, Kula-Ünver, & Özaltun-Çelik, 2016). Thus, MM 
activities offer students a way to realize and understand different aspects of mathematics in real life, in addition to 
learning mathematics (Lingefjärd & Holmquist, 2005). 
 
When MM processes are examined, it is seen that mathematical modeling is an important approach for problem-
solving (PS). It also provides a new perspective for PS (Lesh, & Zawojewski, 2007). In this regard, school 
mathematics emphasizes that students should use mathematical relations and use mathematical models in PS 
processes (NCTM, 2000). In support of this, Han and Kim (2020) accepted MM proficiency as a subcomponent 
of mathematical PS proficiency. To this end, it can be concluded that modeling is part of the PS process (Hartono, 
2020). 
 
Distinguished mathematician George Polya (1973) conceptualized the PS process as four steps: understand the 
problem, devise a plan, carry out the plan, and look back. As a PS approach, the MM process was cascaded in 
different ways by different researchers (e.g., Ang, 2001; Berry, & Houston, 1995; Blum, & Leiß, 2007; Doerr, & 
Pratt, 2008; Hıdıroğlu, 2012; Mason, 1988). In line with the approach suggested by De Corte, Verschaffel, and 
Greer (2000), the steps of the modeling process are shown in Figure 1 within the scope of this study, which are 
understanding, modeling, mathematical analysis, interpretation, evaluation, and communication. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the modeling process (De Corte, Verschafeller, & Greer, 2000) 

 
According to this approach, students first decide which elements specified in the problem to understand the 
phenomenon under investigation are necessary or less important. In this direction, they develop a situation model. 
In the next stage, the situation model is modeled by expressing it with mathematical equations according to the 
relevant elements, relations, and conditions, and thus a mathematical model is created. Then, mathematical 
analyzes are conducted on the mathematical model, and the derivations from the model are revealed. The results 
of the analysis are interpreted according to the problem situation, and interpreted results are obtained. It is 
evaluated by checking whether the interpreted mathematical results are appropriate and reasonable for the problem 
situation. Finally, the solution to the problem is reported at the communication stage. 
 
1.2 Use of Mathematical Modeling in Daily Life Problems in The Context of Teacher Education 
 
When the literature is reviewed, although MM offers a PS-oriented approach in general regarding teachers’ use of 
MM in solving daily life problems (Hartono, 2020; Heymann, 2003; Lesh, & Zawojewski, 2007), there are 
difficulties experienced in the MM process (e.g., Hıdıroğlu et al., 2017; Işık, & Mercan, 2015; Kertil, Erbaş, & 
Çetinkaya, 2017). In this direction, in the research conducted by Aztekin and Taşpınar-Şeker (2015), it was 
determined that most of the studies on MM in Turkey were carried out with prospective teachers. 
 
For example, Hıdıroğlu et al. (2017) examined the modeling process in seven stages (understanding the problem, 
choosing variables and making assumptions, mathematizing, constructing mathematical models and correlating 
them, working mathematically, interpreting solutions, validating the model) and found that prospective teachers 
had difficulties in many stages of MM in PS. Similarly, Kertil et al. (2017) concluded that prospective teachers 
had difficulties in interpreting the mathematical relationship in the MM process. In another study, it was found 
that secondary school mathematics teachers had general knowledge about models and modeling; however, it was 
observed that there were deficiencies in their knowledge about which examples can be qualified as models (Işık 
& Mercan, 2015). 
 
In a study that reports how middle school mathematics teachers explain models, it is shown that teachers can have 
multiple model understandings that are active at different times and reflect various perspectives (Wilkerson et al., 
2018). Furthermore, Anhalt and Cortez (2016) asserted that prospective teachers could develop an understanding 
of correct modeling with the given education. 
 
When the literature is reviewed, it is understood that it is important to experience the MM approach by the teachers 
and reveal the solution processes and their opinions on the process. From this point of view, this study aims to 
examine the situations of mathematics teachers in solving a daily life problem within the scope of MM education 
they have received at the graduate level and investigate their opinions on the use of the MM approach in solving 
daily life problems. 
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The research questions to be answered in line with the purpose of the research are as follows: 
1) What is the process of solving a daily life problem of mathematics teachers with MM? 
2) What are the opinions of mathematics teachers about examining daily life problems in the context of MM? 
 
2. Method 
 
A case study, one of the qualitative research methods, was used in the study in which a solution to a daily life 
problem was sought through MM after MM training, and the opinions of teachers on the use of MM in the solution 
of daily life problems were expected to be revealed. A case study is defined as an in-depth description and 
examination of a limited system (Merriam, 2013). Thus, the unit of analysis in the study is the perceptions of 
teachers about using MM in daily life problems. 
 
2.1 Study Group 
 
The study participants consisted of teachers who took the MM course, and the participants were selected by 
purposive sampling (Christensen, Johnson & Turner, 2015). Mayring (2011) noted that a small number of 
participants in such studies allows researchers to quickly understand the event that needs to be described and 
analyze it faster. Therefore, in this study, data on the perceptions of five mathematics teachers were collected in 
line with the analysis unit. Table 1 contains participant demographics. 
 

Table 1: Participant demographics 
Participant 
Code 

Gender Graduated High 
School  

Graduation 
Area 

Type of 
Employed School 

Graduated 
Faculty 

Professional 
Experience 

P1  Female Anatolian High 
School 

Science Middle School Faculty of 
Education 

Two years 

P2 Female Anatolian Teacher 
Training High 
School 

Science Middle School Faculty of 
Education 

Five years 

P3 Female Anatolian Teacher 
Training High 
School 

Science Middle School Faculty of 
Education 

Two and 
half years 

P4 Female Anatolian High 
School 

Science Middle School Faculty of 
Education 

Three years 

P5 Male Anatolian Teacher 
Training High 
School 

Science Middle School Faculty of 
Education 

Three years 

 
When the participants are examined, it can be assumed that they reflect a homogeneous group. Although this does 
not show that the inferences about the investigated phenomenon can be generalized, it can be argued that it can 
strengthen the inferences that can be obtained. 
 
2.2 Application Process 
 
In the application process of the study, the participants stated that they wanted to take part in the research 
voluntarily in the context of the MM course. Therefore, with regards to this course, what MM is, MM 
competencies, its process and components, and the models presented by researchers about MM from past to present 
are examined. Accordingly, sample applications involving daily life problems are included. In this process, a book 
about MM and the activities in it were used (Bukova-Güzel et al., 2016). 
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2.3 Data Collection Tools and Application 
 
A structured form was developed by one of the researchers to collect the teachers’ opinions about the use of MM 
in the solution of daily life problems. A pilot study was conducted by applying this form to one teacher. This pilot 
study was examined by two expert researchers, and arrangements were made for a clearer understanding of the 
questions in the form. This form consists of demographics, questions about the use of MM in daily life problems, 
and a daily life problem. Participant teachers were given one week to answer the structured interview form. The 
research data were obtained using this form. In case of studies, it is frequently used to test the validity of the data 
obtained for the investigated phenomenon. In this context, teachers were asked to solve a daily life problem in a 
structured form in the context of MM, and the validity of their opinions on this topic was examined. 
 
The research problem used in the study was adapted from Gök (2020). In this study, four different ways to solve 
this problem are given. This shows that teachers have multiple ways to solve the problem. Besides, by giving a 
long period of time, such as one week, to solve the problem, teachers are provided with the opportunity to solve 
the problem in multiple ways. The data obtained in the study were collected through  

• A daily life problem and 
• An interview form about MM in solving daily life problems in the structured form. 

 
The problem given to the teachers in the structured form is presented below. 
 
How many people will be at the meal? 
 
Students from secondary schools A, B, and C came to a scout camp. Although it is not known how many students 
from each school attended the camp, the estimated numbers from the form filled in by the students at their school 
before the camp (attending, not sure, or not attending) were determined as follows: 

• Minimum 30 and maximum 45 from school A, 
• Minimum 50 and maximum 90 from school B, 
• Minimum 25 and maximum 75 from school C, 

 
A nature trip was organized for all the students participating in the camp to explore the environment. In this nature 
trip, students crossed a suspension bridge and got on a boat and a cable car. A maximum of 3 students can cross 
side by side on the suspension bridge. A maximum of 5 students can fit on the boat and 7 students on the cable 
car. Since this nature tour is aimed to be completed as soon as possible, students crossed the bridge in threes, got 
on the boat in fives, and boarded the cable car in sevens. However, this rule was not followed for the students who 
stayed in the last row of this trip. In this process, it is known that  

• 1 student remained at the end of the suspension bridge,  
• 2 students on the last trip of the boat, and  
• 4 students on the last trip of the cable car. 

 
At the end of the trip, the cook must know the exact number of students to prepare a meal. However, the cook of 
the camp is undecided about what to do about how many people he will cook with this information. In light of this 
information, could you help the cook of the camp regarding the number of students participating in the trip? 
 
First, the daily life problem reflects an application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem mathematically. Secondly, 
the interview questions of teachers regarding the use of MM in solving daily life problems include “What are the 
benefits of MM in solving daily life problems?” “What are the difficulties that may arise if MM is used in solving 
daily life problems?” and “Do you use MM to solve daily life problems in your classroom? Explain with 
examples.” 
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2.4 Data Analysis 
 
In the study, a daily life problem was analyzed with descriptive analysis in the analysis of the data obtained from 
the solution approaches of teachers through MM, and the data containing the teachers’ opinions on the examination 
of daily life problems with MM were analyzed through content analysis. 
 
Descriptive analyzes were carried out based on De Corte, Verschafeller, and Greer’s (2000) model. The processes 
in this model (such as understanding, modeling, and mathematical analysis) are classified as complete, incomplete, 
and no explanation. For example, if the participant teachers perform the process completely, it is coded as 
complete, making it in a single direction or incompletely was coded as incomplete, and not providing any 
explanation or stating it incorrectly was coded as no explanation. 
 
For the data analysis of the teachers’ opinions, the data was first transferred to the computer. Then, content analysis 
of the data was carried out by two experts. In this context, codes were created, and themes were obtained from 
these codes through reduction and combination (Saldaña, 2011). In the findings, the results were supported using 
the themes and direct quotations from the teachers’ opinions on these themes. 
 
2.5 Validity and Reliability                                                                                                                       
 
The research validity was ensured using more than one data collection tool, presenting the findings with evidence, 
and analyzing the data according to a specific approach. In this direction, the use of MM in daily life problems 
was not only limited to a sample application but also reflected whether the teachers actually used the modeling 
processes or not. The consensus among coders regarding the analyzes performed was calculated (Miles, & 
Huberman, 1994). The intercoder agreement was determined as 94%. This result indicates that the analysis 
performed is reliable. Additionally, in terms of providing the credibility criteria put forward by Lincoln and Guba 
(1985) for case studies, the data were studied for a long time, the emerging issues were constantly observed, the 
data were checked with the participants, different methods were used in the data analysis, the findings were 
systematically tested, the findings were reviewed by the other expert, the findings were presented in detail, and 
the results were kept open to audit. 
 
3. Results 
 
This research aims to investigate the case of mathematics teachers in solving a daily life problem within the scope 
of MM education they have received at the graduate level and reveal their perceptions regarding the use of MM 
in such problems. In this context, the findings are presented under two sub-headings: “the processes of solving a 
daily life problem with MM” and “the opinions of mathematics teachers about examining daily life problems in 
the context of MM.” 
 
3.1 The Mathematics Teachers’ Processes of Solving a Daily Life Problem with MM 
 
Within the scope of this study, the solution of a daily life problem by mathematics teachers with MM was analyzed 
with the themes of understanding, modeling, mathematical analysis, interpretation, evaluation, and communication 
in line with the approach suggested by De Corte, Verschaffel, and Greer (2000). Findings related to solution 
processes are presented in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Modeling processes that teachers use in solving a daily life problem 
Themes Criteria P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 
Understanding Complete  ü  ü    

Incomplete ü    ü   
No explanation     ü  

Modeling Complete ü  ü  ü  ü  ü  
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Incomplete      
No explanation      

Mathematical 
Analysis 

Complete ü  ü  ü  ü  ü  
Incomplete      
No explanation      

Interpretation Complete ü  ü  ü  ü  ü  
Incomplete      
No explanation      

Evaluation Complete  ü     
Incomplete ü   ü  ü  ü  
No explanation      

Communication Complete    ü   
Incomplete      
No explanation ü  ü  ü   ü  

 
It is observed that teachers generally include MM processes in solving the processes of a daily life problem. 
Besides, it was determined that especially modeling, mathematical analysis, and interpretation processes were 
fully implemented, but some teachers provided incomplete explanations about other processes. The understanding 
process is usually found to be implicit because it is not possible for other processes to emerge fully without 
understanding. It is an indication of this that teachers show a correct approach until the evaluation in the following 
processes. However, the deficiencies in the evaluation and communication stages are remarkable. During the 
evaluation process, it is observed that the teachers only make attempts to check the solution they offer. 
Nevertheless, it was observed that they could not propose different solutions and had difficulty in developing an 
argument about why their own solution was the ideal way. Similarly, the explanation regarding the communication 
process was given by only one teacher. Based on this data, it can be deduced that in the solution of daily life 
problems, teachers hastily start solving the problem without paying the necessary attention to the stage of 
understanding the solution of the problem. Besides, it is understood that the evaluations about why the solutions 
offered for the daily life problem are the most effective are lacking. These inferences can be observed more clearly 
in the citations of teachers in the modeling processes. 

P1: Since I was familiar with the problem situation, I had no trouble understanding it. First, I 
formulated the problem after understanding the problem. (understanding stage-incomplete 
explanation) 
P4: While solving the problem, I first determined what was given and what was requested. 
(understanding stage-incomplete explanation) 
P3: I fully understood the problem when I read it for the second time. First of all, I found out the 
maximum and the minimum number of students who participated in the trip. Then I realized how 
many trips the suspension bridge, boat, and cable car made and realized that the number of students 
passing through all of them would be equal. (understanding stage - complete explanation) 

 
Based on these quotations, it can be stated that although P1 and P4 teachers expressed that they understood the 
problem, they did not clearly reveal the conditions in the problem and what was requested. On the contrary, the 
P3 teacher offered explanations that fully express the conditions given in the problem and what is asked for. 
 
It was determined that the teachers presented similar explanations with slight differences in the modeling, 
mathematical analysis, and interpretation stages. Explanations on this subject are given in the excerpts below. 

P4: The mathematical model I used is the equations I wrote to find the common term of three 
different number patterns in a particular range [105, 210]. (modeling stage-complete explanation) 
P1: To solve the inequality I created, I brought the algebraic expressions to the multiples by adding 
38 to each algebraic expression and expanded the LCMs of the coefficients by 2 to fall within the 
inequality range. (mathematical analysis-complete explanation) 
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P5: Considering both conditions, the number of students could be 67, 172, 277, 382, … (3 minus 2, 
5, 8, and 11 multiples of 35). Based on the estimation of the students’ numbers, the number of 
students should be 172. (interpretation stage-complete explanation) 

 
It is seen that teachers produce similar arguments in the modeling, mathematical analysis, and interpretation stages 
of the modeling process, albeit in different ways. This solution bears the traces of an approach commonly used in 
the curriculum. In this context, teachers determined the range of the estimated number of the group. Additionally, 
they set up three different equations from the given ones and focused on their common solutions. 
 
In the evaluation and communication stages, it is observed that only one teacher could give a complete explanation, 
and the others gave incomplete or no explanation. Therefore, the teachers’ opinions on this subject are given below. 

P2: 172 is between 105 and 210, 1 plus of 3 multiples, 2 plus of 5 multiples, and 4 plus of 7 multiples. 
The suitability of the result found for the given cases can be verified… However, I added 38 to be 
an exact multiple of 3, 5, and 7. There may be a mathematical process to doing this, and the mod 
technique can be used. This is what I can recall now. The mod technique could be used twice. Maybe 
it could be solved according to the remainder. T= {...1, 4, 7, 10, 13.....}. I don’t think there is any 
need for this solution. It could be used for larger numbers. (evaluation stage-complete explanation) 
P1: I had difficulty in the verification stage of the mathematical modeling in solving this problem 
because I could not find a way to verify the result I found, other than re-do the mathematical analysis. 
If the result was verifiable from other sources, the verification step would be easier for me. 
(evaluation stage-incomplete explanation) 
P4: Report: The cook needs to cook for 172 students. If you want to be sure of the result I have 
reached, the control part in the solution I have sent will help you. (Communication- complete 
explanation) 
P2 indicates that there can be an arithmetic solution. In this context, an attempt to support her 
solution with a different solution is highlighted. Teacher P4 tried to establish a relationship between 
the result and the situation as an indication of the idea of helping a client by associating the result 
she found with the given problem situation. This situation reflects the need to use modeling 
processes related to the given problem. 

 
It can be stated that teachers can generally use modeling processes appropriately in solving daily life problems. 
On the other hand, it was determined that the process of understanding the problem was skipped quickly, the 
teachers had difficulties in giving the most effective solution during the evaluation stage, and the communication 
stage was mainly ignored. 
 
3.2 The Opinions of Mathematics Teachers about Examining Daily Life Problems in the Context of MM 
 
The opinions of the mathematics teachers about the examination of daily life problems in the context of MM were 
collected in line with the knowledge and experience they gained within the scope of MM education they received 
at the graduate level. In this context, first of all, the teacher's opinions about the benefits of using MM in solving 
daily life problems are given in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Themes regarding the benefits of teachers’ use of MM in PS 

 
Figure 2 indicates that teachers activate especially cognitive skills in MM in the solution of daily life problems, 
and it can be used as a tool in solving the problem. On the other hand, it was pointed out that they have the potential 
to notice mathematical relationships in daily life problems, establish connections between different disciplines, 
activate mathematical process skills, and affect affective skills positively. Relationships to these themes are clearly 
seen in the teachers’ opinions given below.  

P3: We benefit greatly from modeling when transferring abstract concepts to younger students. 
(Instrumentality) 
P1: The mathematical modeling process allows the teacher to understand, simplify, interpret, and 
verify the problem he encounters in daily life more than a teacher who does not know the process. 
(Mathematical Relations) 
P2: As individuals who can model, we realize the importance of the relationship between 
mathematics and other disciplines, and we can cooperate with other teachers. (Interdisciplinary) 
P5: It makes learning permanent. (Cognitive) 
P1: Using mathematical modeling in the classroom as a tool for problem-solving will push 
individuals to think actively. (Cognitive) 
P1: Using mathematical modeling in problem-solving will bring mathematics to daily life; thus, it 
will make the problems interesting and make individuals want to study. (Affective) 

 
MM is a way of teaching abstract concepts in the solution of teachers’ daily life problems, and it can be used to 
perceive and analyze mathematical relations in these problems. This approach also activates the thinking processes 
of the students and allows creating a connection of mathematics with other disciplines. While emphasizing that 
permanent learning emerges at the end of this process, it is referred to the potential to positively affect student 
interest, primarily associating problems with daily life. 
 
The teachers’ opinions about the problems they may encounter in the process of using MM in the solution of daily 
life problems were collected. The analysis of the data obtained in this context is presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Challenges faced by teachers regarding MM in PS 

 
The challenges that teachers may encounter regarding the use of MM in daily life problems are categorized under 
the perspective of teacher, student, and environment. It was suggested that most of these difficulties might arise 
related to the student stakeholder. Regarding the student’s use of MM in PS, the desire to get approval for the 
solution performed, seeking an individual solution and self-study by not participating in the group, not being able 
to find a suitable model for the desired situation, inability to adapt to the use of MM due to the traditional teaching 
method being used to rote learning, and failure to control what is achieved by following a results-oriented approach 
rather than a process are shown as the prominent challenges. In terms of the teacher, it was expressed that the 
organization may be inadequate in problem-solving, and there may be problems with the problem being 
appropriate for the grade level. Finally, it is explained that sufficient time in crowded classrooms may pose a 
problem in solving such problems. These explanations can be seen in more detail in the following teacher 
quotations. 

P2: Students may try to get approval from the teacher in this process. They may also want to get 
information about the correctness of the solution. (Getting approval) 
P2: Students may prefer self-study; thus, there may be problems in group work. (Self-study) 
P3: Sometimes, mathematical models can be more challenging to understand than the problem. This 
may be due to the difficulty in finding a suitable mathematical model for the problem. (Lack of 
model) 
P5: It can be challenging and time-consuming for students who previously used memorizing and 
rote learning rules. (Rote learning) 
P2: Students proceed towards the result and do not usually check the correctness of the solution. 
(Check) 
P4: I think that the only difficulty that can be caused by using mathematical modeling in problem-
solving may be the balance of time-class size. (Crowded classroom-Time) 

 
Based on these explanations, teachers implied that students might want to receive feedback from the teacher 
regarding the correctness of their actions regarding the use of MM in solving daily life problems, have difficulty 
in finding a suitable model, it is not easy to establish MM as a method, and this step can be ignored in MM because 
the solution is not checked in the solution approach that students are normally used to. Besides, it was emphasized 
that the teacher should consider the students’ level in the selection of the problem, present it by making the 
necessary adaptations in the problem, and give appropriate feedback where necessary during the solution process. 
Finally, it was noted that the implementation of such applications in crowded classrooms might cause problems in 
terms of time. 
 
Teachers were asked about their use of MM in solving daily life problems and how they used it. The analysis of 
the data obtained in this context is presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Teachers’ use of MM in the classroom 

 
It is understood that teachers use MM in two contexts in their classrooms. These are expressed as examining and 
concretizing the problems in the national exams called the high school entrance exam (LGS). The following 
excerpts provide clues about how teachers use MM in the classroom in these contexts. 

P2: Obviously, the LGS exam, in which “new generation” questions are asked, requires proficiency 
in solving complex problems such as reading comprehension, interpretation, and solution 
development in a practical way. In this process, we include questions that we can use mathematical 
modeling in the classrooms. (National Examinations) 
P4: For example, we follow a modeling process with paper activities to discover identities in the 
textbook. (Concretization) 
P5: I use it not only with concrete materials or models with figure content but also with verbal 
expressions. (Concretization) 

 
It is understood that teachers use MM in their classrooms to prepare for national examinations with complex 
questions and with the idea of concretizing abstract mathematical objects. Hence, teachers use MM for very limited 
purposes in their classroom practices. For example, a practical method for solving complex questions, empirical 
demonstration of the correctness of identity, and verbal explanations can be considered useful in this context. 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The results obtained in the study are presented under two sections: “The results of the mathematics teachers’ 
processes of solving a daily life problem with MM” and “the results of the opinions of mathematics teachers about 
examining daily life problems in the context of MM.” 
 
4.1 The Results of the Mathematics Teachers’ Processes of Solving a Daily Life Problem with MM 
 
When the solutions of mathematics teachers for a daily life problem were examined in the context of the MM 
process, it was seen that they generally performed the modeling, mathematical analysis, and interpretation 
processes adequately. However, they had problems in other processes (understanding, evaluation, and 
communication) due to deficiencies in content knowledge or not paying attention to MM processes. 
 
First of all, the rapid skip of the comprehension process suggests that this process may have taken place implicitly. 
The proof of this situation can be explained as the correct application of the next three processes by the teachers. 
It is underlined that a problem in the transition from the phenomenon under investigation, which reflects the first 
process of the modeling, to the situation model negatively affects other stages. In support of this, it is stated in 
different studies that problems in the first steps of modeling have negative effects on the next steps (e.g., Deniz, 
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& Akgün, 2018; Hıdıroğlu et al., 2014). It is important to note that since a context is created for teachers to help a 
client, although teachers should provide explanations showing that they are aware of this process, only P2 and P3 
teachers fully reflect this process. It was determined that other teachers quickly moved to other steps with no 
explanation or insufficient explanations regarding whether they understood the problem. To this end, the research 
results are partially similar to those of studies (Hıdıroğlu et al., 2017; Peter-Koop, 2004) that indicate that there is 
no difficulty in understanding the problem in studies that seek solutions to daily life problems with a modeling 
approach. On the other hand, in different studies, it was seen that the participants (prospective teachers and 
teachers) were deficient in understanding modeling activities and tended to take the easy way out (e.g., Duran et 
al., 2016; Ural, 2014; Urhan, & Dost, 2016). In this study, in addition to these results, it was determined that some 
teachers moved on to other processes without providing any explanation that they understood the problem they 
were familiar with. This may be due to the fact that the participants are used to solving problems directly without 
thinking too much about them (Blum, & Borromeo-Ferri, 2009; Eraslan, & Kant, 2015). In this study, teachers’ 
rapid transition to the solution can be associated with their familiar approaches to PS or their carelessness about 
understanding from modeling processes. 
 
In the evaluation process, only one teacher expressed that there could be different solution methods by giving 
examples and made a complete evaluation about the correctness of her solution. It was observed that other 
participants did not include explanations that there might be different solutions during the evaluation stage and 
were limited to checking the mathematical operations in their solutions. Therefore, it was out of the question for 
teachers to take the initiatives to reveal the most effective solution among different solutions. Although there are 
multiple solutions to the problem presented to the teachers, the fact that almost all of them similarly solved the 
problem can be explained by the fact that this solution is dominant in the curriculum. However, the absence of 
other solutions can be interpreted as the teachers’ content knowledge and their inability to use the connections 
between mathematical concepts effectively. This result shows parallelism with the results of previous studies that 
there may be deficiencies in interpreting mathematical results based on the actual situation in the evaluation 
process (e.g., Berry, & Houston, 1995; Çakmak-Gürel, & Işık; 2018; Duran et al., 2016; Hıdıroğlu et al., 2014; 
Hıdıroğlu et al., 2017; Kapur, 1982; Peter-Koop, 2004; Sekerak, 2010; Tekin-Dede, & Yılmaz, 2013). Different 
models or solutions were developed by the participants in different studies; that is, there is no single correct model 
or solution in MM (Hıdıroğlu et al., 2017; Yanagimoto, 2005). In this respect, it is noteworthy that for a problem 
with multiple answers (Gök, 2020), creative solutions are not found at the end of the process, and even a different 
solution is not even proposed. This deficiency in the evaluation process may be an effect of the traditional rote-
learning approach, or it may be due to the lack of content knowledge or the insufficient internalization of the 
modeling process. Hence, Tanju (2020) concluded that prospective teachers had memorized information about the 
mathematical concepts in the given problem, and they failed in model creation activity. 
 
The fact that teachers solve the problem in a single way may also be due to their lack of group work. In this study, 
the teachers individually sought a solution to the daily life problem with the MM approach. In other words, group 
work was not allowed. Group work has the potential to create a rich environment for problems by enabling 
participants to express their ideas more quickly, close each other’s gaps, and develop different perspectives 
(Ärlebäck, 2009; Karaci-Yasa, & Karataş, 2018; Korkmaz, 2010; Peter-Koop, 2004). In this direction, the fact that 
different solutions are not presented may also be due to individual work rather than group work. 
 
In the communication stage, only one participant wrote a report that responded to the client by associating the 
result with the given problem situation. This step was ignored by the other participants. This may be another 
indicator of their inability to internalize the modeling processes. This lack of internalization can be seen as a result 
of not giving enough place to MM in school mathematics. Additionally, in parallel with the results obtained in 
different studies on the MM process, it was observed that prospective teachers were unsuccessful in using verbal 
explanations (Tekin-Dede, & Yılmaz, 2013; Kertil, 2008). 
 
Consequently, teachers can generally use modeling processes appropriately in solving a daily life problem; 
however, some teachers have deficiencies in the stages of understanding, evaluation, and communication. 
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4.2 The Results of the Opinions of Mathematics Teachers about Examining Daily Life Problems in the Context of 
MM 
 
It was found out that all teachers agree on using MM in solving daily life problems, activating cognitive skills, 
and using it as a tool in PS. Besides, teachers noted that the use of MM in daily life problems could be beneficial 
in terms of recognizing mathematical relationships, establishing interdisciplinary links, activating mathematical 
process skills, and developing affective skills. In past studies in literature, it was concluded that the association of 
MM with daily life led to positive development in terms of the activation of cognitive and affective skills (Doruk, 
& Umay, 2010; Işık, & Mercan, 2015; İncikabı, & Biber, 2020; Muşlu, & Çiltaş, 2016; Özer, & Bukova-Güzel, 
2016; Şahin, & Eraslan, 2019; Şahin et al., 2019; Türker et al., 2010; Urhan, & Dost, 2016; Zbiek, & Conner, 
2006), being a tool for solving daily life problems (Hartono, 2020; Heymann, 2003; Kertil, 2008; Lesh, & 
Zawojewski, 2007; Tekin-Dede, & Bukova-Güzel, 2013) and establishing interdisciplinary cooperation and 
communication by developing interdisciplinary skills (Deniz, & Akgün, 2017; Kertil, 2008; Suh et al., 2021; Şahin, 
& Eraslan, 2019; Takaoğlu, 2015; Tekin-Dede, & Bukova-Güzel, 2013). In this context, the research results show 
parallelism with the studies in the literature. 
 
As another result of this study, the challenges of MM in solving daily life problems emerged as the desire for 
approval, seeking individual solutions by not participating in the group, not being able to find a suitable model, 
not adapting due to the traditional teaching’s use of rote learning, and not checking the solution due to being result-
oriented. In parallel with the research results, different studies also suggested group work (Deniz, & Akgün, 2017; 
Şahin, & Eraslan, 2019), inability to find a suitable model (Zulkarnaen, 2018), and the continuation of the 
traditional-rote learning approach (Kertil, 2008; Urhan, & Dost, 2016) as the difficulties of MM. To this end, the 
desire for approval, difficulties in working with the group, and the lack of check by acting result-oriented can 
reflect the traditional approach. In this direction, the source of the difficulties that may be experienced in terms of 
students is the tendency to use the traditional method widely in the teaching environment. 
 
The challenges of MM for teachers in solving daily life problems are expressed as the inadequacy of the 
organization and the inability to develop activities suitable for the grade level. In the literature, it was highlighted 
that it is vital for teachers to organize the modeling process (such as planning and guidance) (Borromeo-Ferri, 
2013; Yanık et al., 2017) and that MM activity should be chosen according to the level and readiness of the student 
(Işık, & Mercan, 2015; Urhan, & Dost, 2016). In this regard, the results show parallelism with the results of 
previous studies. 
 
The challenges of MM in terms of the environment in solving daily life problems are expressed as classroom size 
and course time. Similarly, in the study conducted by Şahin and Eraslan (2019), it was found out that MM 
adversely affects classroom management in crowded classrooms and that the long-time activities may create a 
problem in practice. Additionally, the fact that the intensity in the curriculum is expressed as a factor that makes 
the use of MM in terms of time difficult in many studies (Akgün et al. 2013; İncikabı, & Biber, 2020; Özdemir, & 
Işık, 2015; Tekin-Dede, & Bukova-Güzel, 2013; Urhan, & Dost, 2016); Yanık et al., 2017; Yu, & Chang, 2009) 
support this study’s results. 
 
Teachers emphasized that MM is used for two purposes in the teaching environment, namely concretization and 
national examinations. First, the results of this study show parallelism with the results in the literature reporting 
that MM is mainly used for concretization in textbooks (Çavuş-Erdem et al., 2017; Tekin-Dede, & Bukova-Guzel, 
2013), and teachers tend to use MM to concretize (Işık, & Mercan, 2015). Secondly, Şahin and Eraslan (2019) 
underlined that MM could be used in preparation for the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) 
and Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) exams. In this study, the results of the studies 
differ in terms of expressing the use of MM in preparation for national examinations. The basis of this difference 
may be due to the addition of MM skills to the curriculum (MoNE, 2018) and that, unlike the TEOG exam, the 
LGS is similar in terms of mathematical skills measured in PISA and TIMSS exams. (Kırnap Dönmez, & Dede, 
2020). It can be said that this situation encourages teachers to use MM in classroom practices in solving daily life 
problems. 
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In the research results, it is critical to note that teachers use MM in their classroom practices at a minimal level. In 
different studies, it was argued that teachers do not have sufficient knowledge about MM, and they encounter 
many difficulties in practice (Akgün et al., 2013; Doğan-Temur, 2012). To this end, it can be deduced that teachers 
do not have sufficient knowledge and experience in practice about the application of MM in solving problems. 
 
As a result, it was understood from the teachers’ opinions that the MM approach has many benefits in solving 
daily life problems, albeit significant difficulties experienced or experienced in practice. 
 
This study reflects the opinions of five mathematics teachers regarding the use of the MM approach in daily life 
problems and the extent to which teachers actually use MM processes in an application. In this study, indications 
were obtained that even if the teachers had MM education, they partially acted in accordance with the MM 
processes, tended to use the approaches they are accustomed to in daily life problems, and had difficulties in some 
MM processes. However, these indicators need to be tested in larger groups of teachers in different problem 
situations (with teachers with or without familiarity) and in the context of different modeling approaches. It is 
expected that the studies to be conducted in this direction will open new doors for the effective use of MM in 
problem-solving from the perspective of teacher training. 
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